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ABSTRACT.

An experiment was conducted to evaluate the negative effects acid rain has on plant

leaves and their development. House plants were used and were each watered with a different

concentration of simulated acid rain, a mixture consisting of water and sulfuric acid. The

concentrations of sulfuric acid in the water were 0 (the control plant), 0.05 M, 0.075 M, 0.1 M.

Measurements were made to measure the plants’ height after every 5 days of being watered.

Further, soil pH levels were taken and the number of leaves counted to collect data. The analysis

shows that the simulated acid rain dramatically lowered spoil pH levels, more so in the higher

concentration plants, and it also caused weak stems, dark spots in leaves, completely dead leaves

that fell off, and damage to the plants’ overall health.
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INTRODUCTION.

Previous research on the effect of acid rain exposure on plants is extensive, yet varying

depending on the researchers’ operational definitions. Thus, they all get different individual

results, even if the general trend is similar. This makes logical sense and creates credibility for

the results. However, each researcher had different definitions of what pH level is considered

normal for rainwater, to be used as the control group; and acidic, to be used in the SAR

(Simulated Acid Rain) experimental group. Furthermore, their exact results varied based on the

pH level of the experimental group. For example, one of the researchers reported that “less

severe simulated acid rain treatments (control, pH 5.6 and pH 3.8) did not cause visible

morphological leaf damage” when compared to the control group (Rodríguez-Sánchez 2020).

The pH levels used in each experiment varied: Control: 5.6; Experimental: 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 (Edosa

2021). Control: 7.4; Experimental: 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, 5.6 (Ezzati 2014). Control: 6.0; Experimental:

2.0, 3.0, 4.0. Control: 5.6; Experimental: 2.5, 3.8 (Rodríguez-Sánchez 2020). Control: 6.0;

Experimental: 3.0 (Sant'Anna-Santos 2004). These numbers are a good reference point, as

background research, for moving on with my project. With this, I have a better understanding of

what a normal pH level is considered for rainwater (control group) and for acid rain

(experimental group).

The most noticeable difference in previous research was visible damage to the plant. It is

also the variable that is easiest to record since it is based on observation as opposed to

measurement. Changes that were reported included injuries to plants after exposure to simulated

acid rain. These left the plan with visible damage, including interveinal spots, epidermis collapse

in the leaves, and changes in morphology (Sant'Anna-Santos 2004). Other experiments
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confirmed and added on to these results, with findings of visible white spots on the surface of the

leaves and necrosis, or dark tissues in the necrotic, or premature death of cells, tissue (Ezzati

2014). This is meaningful to preparing for my research because I know what to expect and look

for when making observations in my data. Furthermore, it makes logical sense since acid rain

would damage the outer layer, or epidermis, of an exposed plant, as well as causing the death of

some cells.

Although each experiment I found during my research was different (varying in plant

species, methodology, materials, location, and operational definitions of acid), there were

generally similar trends in the results. Besides the observed results, they also measured variables,

including leaf length, weight, et cetera. Plants exposed to simulated acid rain experienced, when

compared to the control group in each experiment, decreased leaf length, decreased weight,

decreased surface area, and relatively fewer chlorophyll levels (Edosa 2021, Ezzati 2014,

Rodríguez-Sánchez 2020).

The research on the effects of acid rain on plants and plant development is important in today’s

world. Especially in large urban cities, like Mexico City, increased atmospheric pollutants (SO2

and NO2) from both natural and anthropogenic causes (fossil fuels, power generation, and

industry) interact with the environment to cause acid rain (Rodríguez-Sánchez 2020). This then

affects plant health, diversity, and overall the ecosystem as a whole. Furthermore, it affects crop

yields, which is especially significant in food; this was found because of differences in harvest

index between control and experimental groups in previous research. Agriculture exposed to acid

rain, specifically, that stemmed from anthropogenic causes, has detrimental effects on crop yield.
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For example, research in Southern Nigeria on the yam plant found that acid rain has a serious

“adverse effect on the soil and the environment” (Edosa 2021).

Acid rain, also known as the accumulation of chemicals and acids in the atmosphere, is

increasing as our culture and society become more and more dependent on activities that

maximize the levels of SO2 and NO2, which are the main components of the “acid” part of acid

rain. For example vehicle use, electricity generation, and agricultural fertilizers all contribute

significantly to the concentration of these chemicals in rainfall. Research on the effects of this

process on plants can be impactful because we can find out what the exact damage is, thus

providing the first step in finding a solution. We know that it causes abnormalities, but we as a

society can expand on this research to find some sort of regulator to the adverse effects we

measure. If not, then at least this research functions as a reminder of all the consequence of

anthropogenic pollution and inspire us to reduce the release of those chemicals.

MATERIALS AND METHODS (PROCEDURES).

Materials:

● 4 small potted plants (same species): 1 will be the control group (sprayed with distilled

water, pH=7.0), and the other 3 will be sprayed with varying levels of simulated acid rain

(pH= 4.0, 5.0, 6.0) in order to compare differences

● Soil: Same type of soil for all plants in the same pots (control variables)

● Sulfuric Acid: WIll be used to make simulated acid rain

● NaOH: Used to increase or decrease pH level as necessary by adding it to the sulfuric

acid/water solutions. Amount added depends on readings given by the pH meter.
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● Distilled Water: Will be used for the control group as is and will be mixed with the

sulfuric acid for the remaining 3 experimental variables.

● Eyedropper: Will be used in mixing the sulfuric acid to the distilled water for the SAR

● pH meter/pH strips: Will be used to measure the pH of the SAR for each of the

experimental groups

● Flasks: Will be used to store the simulated acid rain safely

● Ruler: Will be used to collect data

● Balance: Will be used to collect data

● Protective Equipment (goggles, gloves, lab coat): Will be used whenever handling

chemicals and simulated acid rain as a safety precaution. Gloves will be used whenever

handling the plants to minimize any external damage to them.

Methodology:

● Take plants and separate them into four groups

● Data for each of the 4 plants were collected before the experiment started, at t=0

● Distilled water was separated into four containers. One was left as a control group, with

nothing added.

● The other 3 were turned into solutions (the simulated acid rain), using sulfuric acid as the

solute until they had reached the desired concentration s of:

- 0.05 M

- 0.075 M

- 0.1 M
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● For 5 days consecutively, the plants were watered with their corresponding simulated

acid rain (experimental group) or distilled water (control group). Each was watered with

25 mL of SAR/day. After 5 days, data was collected

● The trial was consecutively run once more for a total of 10 days watering the plants.

Data Collection:

● After each 5 day trial:

● Measure plant height (cm)

● Count the number of leaves and compare them to the beginning of the trial

● Observe and note any observable differences in the plants (Presence of spots? What do

the stems look like? Differences in the soil? Color change?)

● Take pictures

● Using pH strips, measure each plant’s soil pH

RESULTS.

For the control plant watered with distilled water, pH was maintained at 7.0 from the

beginning to the end of the research. Its height decreased from 14.5 cm to 13 cm during the first

trial, then stayed the same for the end of the second trial. It still lost leaves, going from 17 to 13

total leaves. We saw dry leaves and a few dark spots visible by the end of the experiment, but it

was clearly the healthiest, tallest, and with little to no damage at the stem.

Plant #2 was watered with 0.05 M sulfuric acid concentration SAR. Its soil pH level

dropped from 6.5 to 2.0 during the first trial and then stayed the same. Plant height went from 10

cm to 9.5 cm. The number of leaves dropped from 19 to 18 and then again to 13. Although at the
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end of the first trial there were few dark spots, by the end of the second trial we saw more, and

also on the stem. It had relatively few dark spots, especially when compared to the other

experimental groups. Out of the experimental plants, plant #2 suffered the least damage.

Plant #3 was watered with 0.075 M sulfuric acid concentration SAR. Its initial pH of 6.5

went to that of 1.0 after the first trial, then came back to 1.5 after the second trial. Initially had 13

leaves. After the first trial, it went down to 11 leaves, and then dramatically down to 3 after the

second trial (one of those 3 leaves, however, was completely dead). From measuring 11.5 cm, it

went down to 10 cm, where it stayed to the end of the experiment. After the first trial, it had very

few dark spots and damage at the stem, but the second trial changed this completely because all

the leaves were completely dry, and the dark spots went from the root to the leaf. Further, there

was no more obvious visible stem.

Plant #4 was watered with 0.1 M sulfuric acid concentration SAR. Initially, it had 19

leaves. This number decreased to 18 by the end of trial 1, but then again to 10 leaves after trial 2.

Its height changed from 14 cm to 13 cm to then 6 cm. AT the end of the first trial, the stems

looked weak and bruised (dark purple), it had a few torn leaves, although not many dark spots.

By the end of the second trial, the stems were a reddish-brown color. And, although some leaves

were completely dark, others almost didn’t have any spots at all.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS.

The experiment shows that simulated acid rain negatively affects plant health.

Specifically, acidic watering for plants causes damage to the stems and leaves, presence of dark

spots, loss of leaves, decreased height, and a lower soil pH level, The plants that were watered
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with SAR as opposed to distilled water saw more presence of the dark spots on the leaves, dead

leaves and stems, and leaf loss. Further, a higher concentration of SAR causes more damage to

the plants. Prolonged exposure, seen in the difference between the first and second trials, causes

a lot of significant damage, as plants that had not previously been very damaged lost most of

their leaves and the stem had extreme damage. The data support the claim because watering

plants with acid and thus decreasing the soil’s pH levels prevent the plants from getting nutrients

that should usually be in the soil, picking up the sulfuric acid instead. This damages the plants

from the stems to the leaves as they cannot function properly.

A possible source of error for this experiment is that it was conducted in a school lab

setting where there are many students working. Damage to the plants could have occurred by

accident by kids. Further, since the plants could not be watered during the weekends, it could

have caused them to dry up a little, causing variances in the leaves or the soil.

Scientifically, the sulfuric acid found in acid rain removes important nutrients and

minerals from the soil. These are essential for plant health, growth, and development. Thus, their

absence causes all these negative effects on the plants, including their death. Stripping nutrients

from the plants results in a brown or dead leaf, which was a clear result of this experiment.
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